Influencing Purchasing Positioning – Deriving a Model Based on External Factors
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Abstract: Strategy, Employees, Organization, Method and Tools, Processes and Systems can be named as the internal factors which determine organizational performance. Embedded in a corporate organization and interfering with market players there seem to exist further factors, which need to be considered. Since the end of last century corporations experienced economically critical situations, e.g. global finance crisis, war in Iraq, resource scarcity showed enormous impact on global economy and forced even best positioned purchasing organizations to design and implement counter measures to increase their efficiency and effectiveness. Besides significant market disturbance principal market approaches and the interface to corporate indicate further factors. This paper examines which external factors besides the above explained internal factors influence the positioning of a purchasing organization, as the initial analysis step for a cost optimization program. Based on a literature research 4 external influencing factors, a so called 4-Corner-Model will be introduced, subsequently per deductive reasoning typical challenges exposed and counter measures derived. Though internal factors create efficiency and effectiveness, external determine how internal factors should be designed and applied. Thus in order to holistically examine purchasing positioning an analysis of external factors is essential as cost optimization projects often miss their intended goals due to the fact, that purchasing positioning is not carried out properly and wrong conclusion are drawn. The outcome of this paper will help decision makers to understand the real cause of purchasing performance level based on external factors to subsequently design a target oriented approach of purchasing and cost optimization projects.
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1. Introduction

Aim of the paper and hypothesis

Many factors can influence the performance level of a purchasing organization. In order to strategically understand the impact of factors, these factors should be structured. Barth [1] introduced Strategy, Employees, Organization, Method and Tools, Processes and Systems, which can be named as internal factors, as the organization can configure these factors to a certain extent. If looked at an organization isolated from its environment, these factors could serve as the only influencing parameters. Actually, embedded in a corporate environment, interacting with market players and participating in a global economy there seem to be further factors that need to be considered.

Especially, when the performance level in terms of savings (output of the organization) does not meet C-level (executive board) expectation, which equals a low effectiveness, the need for a cost optimization program rises. In order to improve the effectiveness (e.g. savings = output), basically the efficiency of an organization requires improvement.

Programs can be run by internal or external consultancies or experts. Strategy consultancies cover all aspects of purchasing topics, but there are also smaller ones, who are specialized in certain areas. The approaches followed differ between consultancies. But not all initiated programs run successfully. The risk is aware at C-Level, that’s why some corporations try to run a program on their own or create a healthy mix of Consultancy, external specialists and own sources. Costs associated with an optimization project can quickly reach several Millions.
Program cost compose not only of consultancy fees, but also employees assigned, exceeded time frames and subsequently capacities occupied, delayed or even lost savings and finally loss of reputation within corporation. Interestingly approaches successfully implemented at one corporation may fail at another. This could be due to the fact that an initial analysis of the positioning of a purchasing organization was not conducted accurately and influencing external factors were out of scope.

Thus it is crucial besides the understanding of the internal factors to consider external factors as well to carry out the actual positioning precisely.

The author is experienced in industrial purchasing, with a career path as employee in automotive industry, consultancy and nowadays running a small consultancy company, focusing on cost optimization. He has participated, collaborated and lead several cost reduction programs and has high business interest to successfully implement and run cost reduction programs.

It is the task of the decision maker to determine, if the suggested approach is best fit for corporation. It requires a high level of experience to come to a conclusion. Unfortunately cost reduction programs are not run on a regular basis, thus in general decision makers suffer from a lack of experience.

The outcome of this paper is intended to help decision makers on customer as well as on consultancy side to identify and consider external factors as influencing parameters for a holistic analysis of purchasing positioning. A properly carried out positioning will enable for target oriented approach of purchasing and cost optimization projects to minimize risk of failure and waste of resources.

### 2. Methodology and Research Design

During writing this paper multiple methods were applied. The investigation started with an accumulation of necessary information by an executed internet and literature research of typical external factors from available consultancy information, journals and expert literature. Subsequently the gained information was qualitatively analysed and compared with knowledge based facts to deduce 4 key factors as representative external factors, establishing a so called 4-corner-model of influencing external factors of a purchasing organization. There after applied discussion and logical reasoning of typical challenges caused by external factors, detailing and deduction of counter measures to overcome challenges per factor. Finally conclusions are drawn based on synthesis of knowledge.

### 2.1. Challenges for Purchasing from External

Embedded in a corporate organization and interfering with market players there seem to exist further factors, which need to be considered. Since the end of last century corporations experienced economically critical situations, e.g. global finance crisis, war in Iraq, resource scarcity which showed enormous impact on global markets and forced even best positioned purchasing organizations to design and implement counter measures to increase their efficiency and effectiveness. Besides significant economical disturbance principal market approaches and the interface to corporate indicate further factors.

These external factors can be divided into those, which take effect to the enterprise at a whole and thus interacting purchasing indirectly (e.g. crisis in economy, changed market conditions through competition lead to changed market approach and subsequently adjusted purchasing strategy), and those, which are corporate related.

Corporate organizational set up and interdepartmental purchasing involvement and embedding are enterprise inherent factors and as a frame work surrounding purchasing. These factors are again influenced by market and economy as is valid for all corporate divisions but are still influencing purchasing from an outside view.

Next chapter will in detail expose typical challenges coming from external factors, starting with factor economy.

### 2.2. Economy

Crisis shake economy severely, especially if happening on a global basis. Though a crisis can be of very different nature. Natural catastrophes as the volcanic eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland 2010 as explained by Globalisierung-Fakten [8] showed far-ranged impact to Iceland and Europe in ecology, health and economy, particularly to touristic and aviation industry. According to Eiselin [5] an eruption of the volcano Katla on Iceland is predicted for this year and will possible cause similar impacts. Interestingly a crisis can in contrary also rise business. Welt-N24 [20] points out, that many tourists nowadays join Iceland for watching volcanos.

Oil is the crucial resource for global economy. In their recent meeting at Algier, the representatives of OPEC concluded to reduce the delivery volume by 750.000 barrel a day according to Weinzierl [19], which lead to a short term price increase of 5,3% per barrel, long term price impacts will depend on adherence to this conclusion by members.

Currencies represent the strength of an economy. Exchange rates stand for a value price ratio measured in price

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program size</th>
<th>Team set up (# people, year)</th>
<th>Approx. Project costs, year</th>
<th>FTE assigned by Customer</th>
<th>Potential Savings (1-3 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Small</td>
<td>2-3</td>
<td>1 m€</td>
<td>0,5</td>
<td>5 - 15 m€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>2 m€</td>
<td>1,0</td>
<td>10 - 30 m€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>3 m€</td>
<td>1,5</td>
<td>15 – 50 m€</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author
of home currency against quantity of foreign currency, according to Gabler Wirtschaftslexikon [17]. For the US president election in November 2016 Zitelmann [22] predicted different scenarios of US$ vs. € exchange rate depending on the election of a candidate.

Especially the Mexican Peso is suffering from Donald Trump’s statements to build a wall between the US and Mexico. North Mexico is characterized by automotive industry and exports among others in the US. But the currency recovered immediately by 2% after the second TV debate with Clinton explained the Wirtschaftswoche [21].

Focus Money [7] announced implication of the finance crisis in 2008 were predicted insolvencies in 2009 over and about of 35,000, equaling 10-15% indicating a potential loss of accounts receivable of almost 44 billion euros.

Regardless if environmental disaster, fluctuating resource prices or restricted availability of goods and services, fluctuation of currencies or global finance crisis with impact on sales (fall in demand, price decline), enterprises have to react and especially purchasing has to keep up with crisis consequences. It appears, that crisis tend to happen more often meaning in shorter periods and to be quite intense. In a global and netted world that means, that the effects become more drastically: faster impacts result in shorter response times and less planning reliability. Therefore companies require instruments of coverage and risk management.

Though classic instruments to control quality and prices are not sufficient anymore. Instead new ways of risk management are mandatory, as the success of an enterprise increasingly depends on external factors, which cannot be influenced. Thus instruments to identify upcoming threats and emergency plans to initiate mitigating actions are needed to ensure reaction and steering to ensure security supply as recommended by Feldmann [6].

### 2.3. Market

A purchasing department usually works on the one hand on the internal interface with affiliated departments in a manufacturing environment like engineering, production, quality or in a service related environment with e.g. marketing, IT or personnel division. On the other hand, on the external interface, the supply chain needs to be managed.

Regardless service or production related demand carrier, depending on the market segment (e.g. market leadership or trendsetter, follower, low cost driver) participants will have a different market approach and subsequently manage supply chains differently.

In automotive typical market segments are luxury, upper, middle or small class or sports car which define brand image and market positioning.

According to Schulze [16] profitable market leadership can be achieved in various dimensions, e.g. advanced technologies, design or services. Market leadership in segment implies trend setting and focus in respective dimensions and is perceived as innovative while customers are willing to pay a surplus compared to less innovative perceived products. Follower products realize in general lower prices and normally offer less innovation. (e.g. AUDI brand’s positioning “lead by technology” and its products design imply technical leadership and enables for premium prices compared to e.g. FIAT or RENAULT, which can rather be perceived as lower priced entry brand). Hence, in an emotional product market as automotive it is elementary for market leadership to manage dedicated innovation towards brand’s positioning.

Borden [3] carried out in his research, that it is essential to create a marketing mix, which is based on product, price, promotion and place (4 Ps) to produce a profitable enterprise. This model is explicitly explained in light of actual literature by Khan [12]. Keller [13] explains in his article that customers associate brand imagery with marketing mix and evaluate product performance against price, promotion and place (e.g., in the 80th AUDI changed its market appearance moving from an old style to technology related brand image, change in market perception took a decade and lead to a technology perceived brand). Kotler et al [14] underlines long term customer relationship is founded on quality and fair pricing.

Riaz and Asif [15] created a 4 step model linking Marketing Mix and Branding together. First step is regardless service or production related demand carrier, depending on the market segment (e.g. market leadership or trendsetter, follower, low cost driver) participants will have a different market approach and subsequently manage supply chains differently.

In automotive typical market segments are luxury, upper, middle or small class or sports car which define brand image and market positioning.

According to Schulze [16] profitable market leadership can be achieved in various dimensions, e.g. advanced technologies, design or services. Market leadership in segment implies trend setting and focus in respective dimensions and is perceived as innovative while customers are willing to pay a surplus compared to less innovative perceived products. Follower products realize in general lower prices and normally offer less innovation. (e.g. AUDI brand’s positioning “lead by technology” and its products design imply technical leadership and enables for premium prices compared to e.g. FIAT or RENAULT, which can rather be perceived as lower priced entry brand). Hence, in an emotional product market as automotive it is elementary for market leadership to manage dedicated innovation towards brand’s positioning.

Borden [3] carried out in his research, that it is essential to create a marketing mix, which is based on product, price, promotion and place (4 Ps) to produce a profitable enterprise. This model is explicitly explained in light of actual literature by Khan [12]. Keller [13] explains in his article that customers associate brand imagery with marketing mix and evaluate product performance against price, promotion and place (e.g., in the 80th AUDI changed its market appearance moving from an old style to technology related brand image, change in market perception took a decade and lead to a technology perceived brand). Kotler et al [14] underlines long term customer relationship is founded on quality and fair pricing.

Riaz and Asif [15] created a 4 step model linking Marketing Mix and Branding together. First step is mandatory to identify upcoming threats and emergency plans to initiate mitigating actions are needed to ensure reaction and steering to ensure security supply as recommended by Feldmann [6].

#### Figure 1. Model: linking Marketing Mix to Brand Building Process, source: Author.

All steps are linked to the 4 Ps (Marketing mix) so that finally 4 Ps substantially define Brand positioning.

According to the above introduced model it is mandatory for a profitable enterprise to understand customer’s need and how product features suit customer’s imagery and expectation for a long term relationship as key features. These product features need clear definition in order to
development and fit customer’s perception. Deductive new ideas and innovation have to support defined key product features to help creating tangible customer relationship and to help brand positioning towards market leadership.

The challenge for purchasing lies in managing its supply chain towards the market needs of the enterprise: ensure stability of prices, excellence supplier marketing to access new technologies, disposability of goods and services, early warning measures and emergency plans for quick recovery. This requires close cooperation and netting with the above mentioned affiliated departments and a supply chain, that is designed to suit expectations of end customer and requirements of the market the enterprise participates in in terms of product make up, innovation and quality.

2.4. Organization

The organizational set up can be viewed from two perspectives: within the organization and from outside at the organization. At this point the organizational set up of the entire enterprise which cooperates with purchasing stands in the focus and we have a look at corporate organization from a purchasing perspective.

It is mainly important, that also corporate organizational set up allows cross functional cooperation and team approach to enable living processes across departmental borders. A holistic matrix model is a prerequisite (this links to the purchasing organization, which as an internal factor can be adjusted by purchasing itself and from there end have to ensure proper living processes across the departmental interface). Especially in the company size of SMEs purchasing is not yet fully integrated. The challenge for these purchasing organizations is to really embed purchasing in the entire structure, like in the automotive industry.

Consultancy Targus [18] estimated reporting line to top management as extremely crucial for success of purchasing and that a representative should be part of the management team at C-level to participate and actively create internal decision processes in terms of a “voice of purchasing” and as part of the management process. Sometimes purchasing reporting line is not established to top management. Instead purchasing is linked to engineering or finance and suffers from a lack of strategic influence. According to a survey conducted in 2015 published by the Industrieanzeiger [11] only 50% of the purchasing leaders report to C-level.

Purchasing leaders need to convince top management to link or even anchor their position at top management level in order to participate and influence business decisions.

2.5. Purchasing Involvement and Embedding

The meaning of purchasing embedding comprises corporate activities besides organizational framework which allow involvement of purchasing.

Besides the organizational structure described above further elements of cooperation and communication according to Bräuer [2] enable purchasing involvement: e.g. cross departmental process flow, cross functional staff meetings, frequent cross functional decision meetings. Even if corporate organizational structure allows integration of purchasing (e.g. matrix organization, cross departmental process flow), there is no guarantee of full embedded cooperation.

Hagelar et al [9] defined based on a survey conducted at a SME, that added value of purchasing for the company’s competitive advantage is determined by alignment between governance of purchasing activities and context of the company. “This reasoning implies a level of internal alliance between boundary-spanning functions like marketing and sales, and purchasing.” Unfortunately cross boundary involvement of purchasing is not for given and the level in industry ranges from poor to professional.

Höveler [10] described the need for organizational and personal hurdles to overcome in order to achieve a so called “smart purchasing organization” in the sense of the above mentioned boundary-spanning alliance (see figure 2).

Figure 2. Hurdles to overcome for a smart purchasing organization, source: Author.

The challenges to overcome lie among others in egoism of individual departments, historic affected organizations, demographic structure with high average age.

Purchasing leaders should be encouraged to take up the chance to convince their management by showing additional value potentials: e.g. negotiation prowess, strong ethics, supplier qualification expertise and passion for risk management according to Dominick [7], in case of optimized embedding and early involvement.

3. Result

This paper amended the set of internal factors, as introduced by Barth [1], by external factors. Last named are examined in detail as economy, market, corporate organization and embedding. External factor corporate organizational set up has to be distinguished from the internal factor “organization”, as it covers corporate structure in which the internal factor is linked to. Corporate organizational set up and purchasing involvement and embedding are enterprise inherent factors at corporate level and as a frame work surrounding purchasing. The external
factors show a dependency among each other. From a hierarchy point of view the factors corporate organization and embedding are partly influenced by market and economy as well. The model could therefore also serve to indicate input factors for other divisions. The 4 factors compose a model which is named 4-corner model. The identified 4 factors surround a purchasing division in a satellite style.

Figure 3. Four-corner Model, external factors of purchasing, source: Author.

The model displays purchasing placed in the center influenced by 4 external factors of which Market and Economy are corporate independent factors whereas organization and involvement and embedding are conditionally manageable by corporate.

The factors are furthermore utilized to describe a set of typical challenges a purchasing division is facing per factor. Based on the examined typical challenges associated with each factor exemplary dedicated set of counter actions was deduced, which summarizes potential fields of action for an optimization program:

1. Implement early warning and risk management system
2. Develop integrated supply chain towards (customer) market needs
3. Anchor Purchasing reporting line at top management
4. Ensure Purchasing early involvement and cross-departmental embedding

The examined set of factors qualify decision makers to execute structured analysis of purchasing positioning. Dependent of the occurrence of weakness counter actions should be selected and applied in the respective area.

4. Study Limitation and Conclusion

There are a lot of parameters which can impact a purchasing organization. The aim of this paper was to classify factors, which comprehensible impact the performance level (output) of a division from outside and which seem to be eligible to help analyze purchasing positioning. Sources like consultancies partly do not provide detailed insights about approaches and hide analysis process steps or offer analysis as a general initial service without naming the approach precisely. This attitude could be owed by the fact, that consultancies are in competition among each other and do not want to spread their knowledge. This attitude underlines the necessity of a sound and holistic positioning understanding. The factors carried out serve primarily in the automotive and machinery sector, where global market conditions apply. Nevertheless industries with similar market approach could benefit as well from the findings.

In order to improve the level of performance these factors need to be analyzed at an early stage. In a subsequent step the internal factors (as introduced in a separate paper) should be evaluated together with these external factors, which forms a holistic picture of purchasing positioning. A four step process should be followed:

1. Analysis of 4 external factors starting with the corporate inherent factors (Corporate organizational, purchasing involvement and embedding), amending with corporate independent factors (Economy, Market)
2. Deduction of challenges and counter measures
3. Analysis of internal factors and deduction of counter measures
4. Consolidation of counter measures (external and internal factors)

Based on the precise initial analysis of purchasing positioning, target oriented counter measure should be identified. By adhering to the above introduced process, an efficient cost optimization program with a minimum sacrifice of resources will be ensured.
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